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NOTES ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES, XIII 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) AND A. C. ZAANEN 1) 
(Communicated at the meeting of September 26, 1964) 
This note is a continuation of earlier notes under the same title [5]. 
Some of the main results are the following. 
(i) A relatively simple proof of Ogasawara's reflexivity theorem for 
a normed Riesz space Le (i.e., a Riesz space endowed with a Riesz norm e). 
(ii) Necessary and sufficient for Le to be norm complete and perfect 
is that O(L;,n) = {0} and Le has the weak Fatou property for directed sets. 
(iii) If Leis norm complete and separable in the norm topology, then 
Le is a-Dedekind com plate if and only if Le = L~ holds. 
40. Reflexivity and perfectness 
Let Le be a normed Riesz space, i.e., a Riesz space endowed with a 
Riesz norm. If Le is reflexive, then Le is surely an order dense ideal in 
L;* under the canonical imbedding of L 9 in L;*, and hence it is necessary 
by Theorem 39.2 in Note XII that Le is Dedekind complete, Le=L~ 
and L; = (L;)a. On the other hand, as shown by the space Le =(co) with 
e the uniform norm, these conditions are not yet sufficient for reflexivity. 
If Le is reflexive, then L;* is surely a Dedekind completion of Le, and 
hence it is also necessary by Corollary 38.6 in Note XII that O<:;;ur t in 
Le with supe(ur)<oo implies the existence of uELe such that ur<u 
for all r. Combining this last condition and the condition of Dedekind 
completeness, we obtain the condition that O<:;;ur tin Le with sup e(ur) <oo 
implies the existence of sup ur in Le (the weak Fatou property for directed 
sets). Since Le=L~ must also hold, this can be replaced by the simpler 
condition that 0 < Un t in Le with sup e( un) < oo implies the existence of 
sup Un in Le (the sequential weak Fatou property). The details follow 
below. 
Theorem 4 0 . l ( Ogasawara' s theorem). The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) Le is reflexive. 
(ii) Le=L~, L; = (L;)a, and O<un tin Le with sup e(un) < oo implies 
that sup Un exists in Le (weak Fatou property for sequences). 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
of the U.S.A. under grant NSF-G 19914 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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(iii) UT + 0 in Le implies e(ur) + 0; CfJr + 0 in L: implies e*(cpr) + 0, and 
O,;;;u" t in Le with sup e(ur)<<Xl implies that sup u" exists in Le (weak 
Fatou property for directed sets). 
If Le is reflexive, then LQ is super Dedekind complete and perfect. 
Proof. (i) =* (ii). As already explained above, this follows by 
combining Theorem 39.2 and Corollary 38.6 in Note XII. 
(ii) =*(iii). We have Le=Lg, and O,;;;;;un t in L(! with sup e(un)<<Xl 
implies the existence of sup Un in L(!. Hence, by Theorem 34.2 in Note XI 
(the parallel to Nakano's theorem; it has come to our attention in the 
mean time that this parallel is essentially contained in H. Nakano's 
book [7), Theorem 30.20), it follows that UT + 0 implies e(ur) + 0, and 
0,;;;;; u" t with sup e(ur) < CXl implies the existence of sup ur. Finally, 
observing that L; is Dedekind complete, we infer from L; = (L;)a by 
Nakano's theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in Note X) that CfJr-), 0 in L; implies 
e*(cpr)-), 0. Alternatively, observing that L; has the weak Fatou property, 
the same conclusion may be drawn by using again the parallel theorem. 
(iii)=* (i). The hypotheses in (iii) imply that Le is a-Dedekind com-
plete, Le=L~ and L;=(L;)a. Hence, by Theorem 39.2 in Note XII, 
Le is an order dense ideal in L;*. The hypotheses in (iii) imply also that 
the conditions of Corollary 38.6 in Note XII are satisfied (namely, 
L:=L:.n, L:*= (L:)~, and O,;;;;;u" t in L(! with sup e(ur)<CXl implies 
that u",;;;;;u for some u E L(! and all -r), and soL;* is the ideal generated 
by Le in L;*. Combining these facts, we obtain that Le = L;*. 
If L(! is reflexive, then Le is a-Dedekind complete (as already observed 
above). Hence, since we have also that Le=Lg, it follows from Nakano's 
theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in Note X) that Leis super Dedekind complete. 
Finally, since any reflexive space is norm complete, it follows from Lemma 
39.4 in Note XII that Le =L;* = (Ler;:;:, so Le is perfect. 
To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 40.1 is due toT. 0GASAWARA; 
cf. [9), Ch. V, § 4, Theorem 1 (we are indebted to Professor T. Ando for 
all references to this book). The book, dated 1948 and written in Japanese, 
evidently contains many results proved by the author in some earlier 
papers of 1942-1944 [8), also written in Japanese. For the special case 
that Le is a Banach function space, independent proofs were published 
in work by H. W. ELLIS and I. HALPERIN (1), I. HALPERIN [3), and 
W. A. J. LuxEMBURG [4). Ogasawara's proof uses weak and weak* 
sequential compactness properties of the Eberlein-Smulian type for the 
norm closed unit ball in LQ and(or) L;. In comparison to this, the proof 
presented here seems to be more algebraic in nature. 
As is well-known, not every norm complete Riesz space is reflexive. 
It is even so that not every norm complete space Le is perfect. By way 
of example, if Le =(co), then L;* = (Le);:; = l00 , so (co) is not perfect. 
It turns out, however, that the Banach dual L; of any normed Riesz 
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space L" is perfect, and hence there are many norm complete Riesz spaces 
which are perfect but not reflexive. 
Theorem 40.2. If L" is an arbitrary normed Riesz space, then L~ 
is perfect. 
Proof. For L" norm complete the proof is trivial, since in this case 
we have L;=L;, and L; is perfect by Corollary 28.5 in Note VIII. 
Now assume that Le is not necessarily norm complete, and observe that 
the norm completion L" is a Riesz subspace of L;* (cf. section 38 in 
Note XII). The Banach duals L; and (L")* are the same algebraically 
and isometrically, so if it can be shown that they are also identical with 
respect to the ordering the proof will be reduced to the trivial case 
mentioned above. All we have to show, therefore, is that L; and (L")* 
have the same positive elements. It is evident that if q; is a positive bounded 
linear functional on L", then also on Le. Conversely, if q; is a positive 
bounded . linear functional on L", then u" ( q;) > 0 for every 0.;;;;: u" E L;*, 
so in particular for every 0.;;;;: u" E L", and this shows that q; is a positive 
bounded linear functional on L". 
One of the results proved in Theorem 34.3 of Note XI is that if L"=L~ 
and L" is perfect, then L" is norm complete if and only if the norm e 
has the sequential weak Fatou property (i.e., if and only if O<:un t with 
sup e( Un) < oo implies the existence of sup Un in L"). This can be improved; 
the hypothesis that L" = L~ is redundant. The details are as follows. 
Theorem 40.3. (i) If O<:un t with sup e(un)<oo implies the 
existence of sup Un in L", then L" is norm complete. · 
(ii) If L" is perfect and norm complete, then O.;;;;uT t with sup e(uT)<oo 
implies the existence of sup uT in L". 
Proof. (i) Under the given hypothesis the space L" has the Riesz-
Fischer property (if Un>O for n=l, 2, ... and !e(un)<oo, then !un 
exists), and so L" is norm complete by Theorem 26.3 in Note VIII. 
(ii) Since L" is norm complete we have (L")";: =L;, .. , and hence, given 
O.;;;;uT t in L" with sup e(uT)<oo, the number p(q;)=sup q;(uT) is finite 
for every O<;q; E (L")':;:. It follows easily that p can be linearly extended 
to the whole of (L")';:, so p is an element of {(L");;r. More precisely, 
p=sup uT in {(L");;r. But all the uT are normal integrals on (L"r;:, and 
this implies that p is also a normal integral on (L")';:, so p E (L,J;:;. 
Hence, by the perfectness of L", there exists u EL" such that p=u, i.e., 
u=sup uT in L". 
Observe that L" = l00 satisfies the hypotheses in (ii) of the present 
theorem, but not those of the cited Theorem 34.3 in Note XI. For the 
particular case that (} is a function norm (as introduced in Note I), the 
present theorem implies that if the corresponding normed function 
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space L0 is perfect as a Riesz space, then e has the Riesz-Fischer property 
if and o~ly if e has the sequential weak Fatou property. In other words, 
if L2 is a Banach function space (i.e., L2 is norm complete), and if e does 
not have the sequential weak Fatou property,' then Le is not perfect. 
There is still another aspect to part (ii) of the present Theorem 40.3. 
The statement in part (ii) is that if L 2 is perfect and norm complete, then 
Le has the weak Fatou property for directed sets. It may be asked now 
if, conversely, the weak :Fatou property for directed sets in Le always 
implies perfectness of Le. In order to see better what this amounts to 
we will point out first what perfectness means in the case of a Banach 
function space Le. We may assume here that the point set X, on which 
the ,u-measurable functions are defined, contains no e-purely infinite sets, 
i.e., e is a saturated function norm, and hence the first and second 
associates e' and e" are also saturated norms (by Corollary 11.6 in Note 
IV). Since Le is assumed to be norm complete, we have L;=L;, and 
hence, in order to find out what (Lef;: is, we have to determine L;,n. For 
that purpose we recall first Theorem 15.6 in Note V, where it was proved 
that Le is Dedekind complete. Although this was 'indicated only briefly, 
the proof shows actually that Le is super Dedekind complete (the 
supremum of a set of ,u-measurable functions is formed by picking out 
an appropriate increasing subsequence). Hence L;,n=L;,c, and in addition 
(as mentioned also in section 37 of Note XII) it can be proved that L;,c 
is exactly the first associate space Le'. This shows already that (Lef;: =Le' 
algebraically, and similarly it follows then that (Lef;; ==Le" holds alge-
braically. Hence, perfectness of Le means that L 2 and Le" contain the 
same functions, although e = e" does not necessarily hold. It is easy to 
see, however, that in this case the norms e and e" are equivalent. Elementary 
proof: If e and e" are not equivalent, there exists a sequence Un > 0 such 
that e"(un)= I and e(un)>n3 for all n; hence, by the norm completeness 
of L/, we have u=2,n-2unEL/=Le. Then e"(u)<oo, but e(u)>n for 
every n; contradiction. Hence, if Le is a Banach functio~ space, derived 
from the function norm (!, then L2 is perfect if and only if e and e" are 
equivalent. But, according to one of the immediate consequences of 
Theorem 11.4 in Note IV, e and e" are equivalent if and only if e has 
the sequential weak Fatou property. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
also in the case that we have an abstract normed Riesz space Le, the 
weak Fatou property (but now for directed sets) implies perfectness, 
provided at least that O(L;,n) = {0}, a natural condition which is auto-
matically satisfied in the case of a function space as considered above. 
The proof in the abstract case requires some preliminary work which is 
necessary to replace, more or less, the important Lemma 11.3 of Note IV 
in the non-abstract case (this lemma states that e" = e if e has the Fatou 
property). 
Finally, we observe that in the case of a function space it was not 
necessary to distinguish between the weak Fatou property for sequences 
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or for directed sets, but in the abstract case this can make a difference. 
Indeed, considering the space in Example 29.11 of Note IX which is 
a-Dedekind complete but not Dedekind complete, and choosing for e 
the uniform norm, the thus obtained space Le has the weak Fatou property 
for sequences but not for directed sets. If Le is super Dedekind complete 
and has a countable order basis, then the weak Fatou property for 
sequences implies the property for directed sets. Indeed, let Le be super 
Dedekind complete, let (bn : bn+l > bn > 0; n = 1, 2, ... ) be an order basis, 
and let Le have the sequential weak Fatou property. Then, exactly as 
in Theorem 5.5 of Note II, it can be proved first that there exists a constant 
k;;;:. 1 such that O<;Un t u implies e(u)<k sup e(un)· Now, let O,;;;;uT t with 
sup e(ur)<oo, and set vr,n=inf(un nbn)· Then Sn=SUpTvT,n exists by 
the Dedekind completeness, and by the super Dedekind completeness sn is 
the supremum of a subsequence of(vr,n : -r variable). Hence e(sn) < ksupe(ur) 
for every n. Since Sn t, it follows from the sequential weak Fatou property 
that sup Sn exists, and it is not difficult to verify that sup Sn =sup ur. 
41. Perfectness and the weak Fatou property 
We start by considering the set of all Riesz seminorms on an arbitrary 
Riesz space L. As observed earlier, this set can be (partially) ordered 
by defining that (!1 < (!2 whenever (!1(/) < (!2(/) for all f E L. The set is 
Dedekind complete in the sense that every orderbounded subset {e.,.} 
has a supremum which satisfies (sup e.,.){f) =sup e.,.{f) for every f E L. 
We also recall that, for (!1 and (!2 in the set, (!3 = inf ((!1, e2) exists in the 
set, and 
(!3(u)=inf(e1(u')+ez(u"): O,;;;;u', u"; u'+u"=u) 
for every O<;u E L. 
If O<:<p E L~, then e"'{f)=<p(lfl) defines a Riesz seminorm e"'; for brevity 
we shall call e"' a linear seminorm. Given the Riesz seminorm e and the 
element 0 ,;;;;u E L, there exists by Theorem 19.2 in Note VI an element 
O<:<pu E L~ such that (!'Pu <e and <pu(u) =e(u). Hence e=supu (!'Pu' which 
shows that every Riesz seminorm e is the supremum of all linear seminorms 
less than or equal to e. 
The Riesz seminorm e will be called a Fatou semi norm if 0 < ur t u 
implies e(ur) t e(u), and e will be called a weak Fatou seminorm if there 
exists a finite constant k(e) > 1 such that 0 < ur t u implies 
Finally, e is called normal if ur {, 0 implies e(ur) {, 0. Every normal semi-
morm is Fatou, and every Fatou seminorm is weak Fatou. If e is normal 
and e1 < (!, then (!1 is normal. Finally, if e =sup (!.,. and all (!.,. are Fatou, 
then e is Fatou (the proof is easy; compare Theorem 5.4 in Note II). 
In particular, any supremum of normal seminorms is a Fatou seminorm. 
For any Riesz seminorm e we define the null ideal Ne by Ne = (f : f E L, 
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g{f) = 0) and the carrier Oe by Oe = (Ne)P. The carrier Oe is, therefore, a 
normal subspace of L. If (! is a weak Fatou seminorm, then Ne is also 
a normal subspace of L. If Lis Dedekind complete and(! is weak Fatou, 
then L=Oe E8 Ne, and e(u)=g(ue) for any O<;u E L, where ue is the 
component of u in oe. 
Lemma 41 . 1 . Let L be Dedekind complete, and let (!1 and (!2 be weak 
Fatou seminorms on L such that Oe, C Oe.· Then 
supn {inf ((!2, ng1)} < (!2 < k(g2) · supn {inf ((!2, ng1) }. 
In particular, if (!2 is Fatou, then (}2 = supn {inf ((!2, ng1)}. 
Proof. It is evident that the seminorm supn {inf (g2, ng1)} exists 
and is less than or equal to !?2· Since L is Dedekind complete, we have 
L=Oe,ffiNe,• and e2(u) =(!2(ue,), where ue, is the component of u inOe, Hence, 
the inequality on the right has to be proved only on oe, Let 0 < u E Og, 
and assume that supn {inf(g2, ng1) }( u) <a, so in particular {inf(Q2, 2ng1) }( u) <a 
for n= 1, 2, .... Then, for each n, there exists a decomposition u=un' +un" 
such that g2(un")+2ng1(un')<a. By the Dedekind completeness of L, 
the elements Vn =sup ( u' n+m : m = 0, 1, 2, ... ) exist, and we have Vn ~ and 
(!1(vn) < {k((!1)}aj2n-1 ~ 0. Since Vn E OQ, c oe.• this implies that Vn ~ 0. 
Then u-vn<:U-Un' =Un" <;u with u-vn t u, and so 
g2(u) < k(g2) ·sup e2(u- Vn) < k(g2) ·sup (!2(un") < {k(g2) }a. 
Th~ desired result follows by letting a~ supn {inf (g2, ng1)}(u). 
If Lis not necessarily Dedekind complete but has a Dedekind completion 
LA (i.e., if L is Archimedean), and if e1 and e2 are Fatou seminorms on 
L such that oe. c oe.• then (!2=SUpn {inf ((!2, ng1)} still holds. In order 
to see this, observe first that every Fatou seminorm (! on L has now a 
unique extension (!A to LA such that eA is a Fatou seminorm on LA. Indeed, 
(!A is defined for O<;uA ELA by eA(uA)=sup (g(u): u EL, O<;u<;uA). Also, 
if e and A are Fatou on Land e<A, then eA<AA. Now, let (!1 and g2 be 
Fatou on L such that oe. c oe.• and let (!1A, (!2A be their extensions. Since 
Ne. C Ne. implies that Ne.A C Ne,A' the carrier of (!2A is included in the 
carrier of (!1 A' and hence, writing (}3 A= supn {inf ((}2 A' ng1A)}, we have 
g2 A= (!3 A on LA, which implies (!2 = ((}3 A)re on L, where (A A)re denotes the 
restriction to L of any seminorm A A on LA. Setting now g4 = supn {inf(g2, ng1)} 
on L, we have evidently g4<(!2 (note that we cannot extend g4 to LA 
unless we prove first that (!4 has Fatou; this can be proved but is not at 
all trivial; we shall not need it here). It is also evident that 
{inf ((!2 A, ng1 A)}re < inf ((!2, ng1), 
and so supn {inf ((!2 A' ng1 A)}re < (!4· Since we have sup (A/)re =(sup A,/)re for 
any collection of seminorms {A,/} on LA, it follows that (g3A)re<(!4. We 
had already that (!2=(eaA)re, and so we obtain now that g2<e4• Combining 
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this and the earlier result that e4 < e2, we finally obtain e2 = e4, which is 
the desired result. 
Lemma 41.2. Let e be a Riesz norm on L having the weak Fatou 
property for directed sets as defined in earlier sections, i.e., O<u~ t in L 
with sup e(u~) < oo implies the existence of sup u~ in L. Then there exists a 
finite constant k(e)> 1 such that O<u~ t u implies e(u)<k(e)·sup e(u~)-
Proof. Assume there exists no such k(e). Then there exists for every 
natural number k a directed set O<u~k t~ Uk such that e(uk)>k3 sup~e(uTk)• 
It is impossible that supT e(ttTk) = 0 for some k, for this would imply 
u~k=O for all T, and so Uk=O, contradicting the inequality for e(uk)· Hence, 
multiplying by appropriate constants, we may assume that sup~ e(u~k) = k-2, 
and so e(uk)>k for every k. Let {va} be the system of all finite suprema 
of all uTk (rand k variable). Then O<va t and e(va)<2 k-2<oo for every 
v", so v =sup v" exists by hypothesis. But v =sup va > supT u~k = Uk for 
every k, so e(v)>e(ui;)>k for every k. Contradiction. 
Lemma 41. 3. Let LQ be a normed Riesz space such that e has the 
weak Fatou property for directed sets, and denote again by k(e) the cor-
responding finite constant which exists by the preceding lemma. Furthermore, 
let O(L;,n) = {0}. Then the supremum of all linear and normal seminorms, 
majorized by e, is a norm on LQ which is equivalent to e- More precisely, 
if e"=sup (e'P: e'P<e, O<<p EL;,n), then e"<e<k2(e)·e". 
Proof. It is evident that e" <e· For the other inequality, observe 
first that L~ is Dedekind complete in view of e having the weak Fatou 
property for directed sets. Let {<J?~} be a maximal system of mutually 
disjoint positive and nonzero normal integrals on Le, and for each T 
let AT be the carrier of <J?~· On account of 0(L;,n) = {0} the carrier of L;,n 
is the whole space Le and hence, by Theorem 27.17 in Note VIII, the 
space Leis the Riesz direct sum of the normal subspaces A,. This implies 
that the finite direct sums of the A, form a directed system with respect 
to inclusion such that Le is the supremum of this directed system. 
Let B be one of these finite direct sums. Then the corresponding finite 
sum of the integrals <J?~ is a strictly positive normal integral <p on B (i.e., 
the carrier of <p is B). The corresponding e'P is, therefore, a normal semi-
norm with B as its carrier, so that if we set e B = e on B and e B = 0 on 
the disjoint complement of B, it follows now from Lemma 41.1 that 
(1) 
Now, inf (eB, ne'P) is normal since e'P is normal, and hence inf (eB, ne'P) is 
the supremum of a collection of normal linear seminorms, each of these 
seminorms being surely majorized by e- The same is then true for 
SUPn {inf (eB, ne'P)}=eB", and it is still true for e"=supB eB"· Hence, since 
for each fixed B we have eB<k(e)·e" by (1), and since ((<e'' by the 
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just observed property of e" and the definition of e", we obtain already 
that (!B <. k(e) · e" for each B. To finish the proof, we note that if 0 <. u E Lll 
is given and UB is the component of u in B, then UB tB u, and so 
e(u) <.k(e) ·supB e(uB) =k(e) ·supB f!B(u) <. k2(e) · e"(u). 
The present proof, for the particular case that k(e) = l, is essentially 
due to T. MoRI, I. AMEMIYA and H. NAKANO [6]. 
The main theorem on perfectness follows now. 
Theorem 41.4. For any normed Riesz space L(!, the following con-
ditions are equivalent. 
(i) Lll is norm complete and perfect. 
(ii) Lll has the weak Fatou property for directed sets (i.e., O<,u ... t with 
sup e(u ... ) < oo implies the existence of sup u ... in Le), and O(L;,',.) = {0}. 
Proof. - (i) '* (ii). It was proved in Theorem 40.3 (ii} that LP has 
the weak Fatou property for directed sets. It is included in the definition 
of perfectness (cf. section 29 in Note VIII) that O(L;:,.) = {0}: 
(ii) '* (i). It was proved in Theorem 40.3 (i) that Lll is norm complete, 
so L; =L:. For the perfectness proof, observe first that LP is Dedekind 
complete, so that by Theorem 28.2 in Note VIII the space Lll is imbedded 
as an ideal in (Lil);; = (L11)!!. We have to show that Lll= (Lil)!!· Con-
sidering any 0 <. u E LP as an element of (Le)!!, the norm of u is 
sup (tp(u).: e*(tp)<. l, O<,tp E L;.,.), 
and according to the definition of e" in the preceding lemma this is exactly 
e"(u), so the preceding lemma yields that e"(u)<.e(u)<,k2(e)·e"(u}, i.e., 
e and e" are equivalent on Lf}. In order to prove now that LP is perfect, 
it is sufficient by Theorem 28.4 in Note VIII to show that if O<,u ... t in 
Lll and sup tp(u ... ) < oo for every 0 <. tp E L!n, then sup u.,. exists in LP. Given 
such a directed set, and considering each u ... as a bounded linear functional 
on L: ... , we have sup ju ... (tp)j <oo for every tp E L;.,., so {e"(u ... )} is bounded 
by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. But then {e(u ... )} is bounded by the 
equivalence of e and e", and hence sup u ... exists in LP by the hypothesis 
that e has the weak Fatou property for directed sets. This completes the 
proof. 
Note that Theorem 40.2, i.e., the theorem that L; is perfect for any 
Lll, is a very special consequence of the present theorem. 
42. Separability 
As is well-known, a topological space A is said to be separable if there 
exists an at most countable subset B C A such that each open set in A 
contains at least one point of B. We recall that the Riesz space Lis said 
to have a countable order basis if there exists an at most countable 
subset of L suoh that the normal subspace generated by this subset is 
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the whole space L. Furthermore, an element 0 < u E L will be called a 
weak unit of L if the normal subspace generated by u is the whole of L. 
In this case, therefore, the set consisting of u alone is an order basis of L. 
In this section, let Le be a normed Riesz space. If we say that Le is 
separable, we will mean that Le is separable with respect to the norm 
topology. 
Theorem 4 2 . l. If Le is separable, then Le has a countable order 
basis. The converse need not hold, not even if Le has the property that u-r {, 0 
implies e(u-r) ,j, 0. If Le is separable and norm complete, then Le has a weak 
unit. 
Proof. Let Le be separable, and let {fn: n=l, 2, ... }be norm dense 
in Le. If A is the normal subspace generated by the system {In}, then A 
is norm closed by Theorem 35.5 in Note XI, and since Le itself is the 
smallest norm closed linear subspace containing all the fn, we have A =Le. 
This shows that {fn} is an order basis of Le. Note that {ft+, fc, f2+, f2-, ... } 
is also a countable order basis of Le. 
Now, let L0 be separable and norm complete. We may assume that 
Le has a countable order basis {un : n= l, 2, ... } consisting of positive 
elements. Since Le is norm complete, the element 
00 
u= I unf{n2(e(un)+ l)} 
exists in Le, and the normal subspace generated by u contains all the 
Un and coincides, therefore, with Le. Hence, u is a weak unit in Le. To 
see that the existence of a weak unit does not imply separability, not 
even if u-r ,j, 0 implies e(u-r) ,j, 0, consider the case that p, is a nonseparable 
measure in the point set X such that p,(X) is finite, and let Le be the 
space L 1(X, p,} of all real p,-summable functions. 
The last statement in Theorem 42.1 is due to H. FREUDENTHAL [2]. 
If we want to investigate the properties of L; as a normed Riesz 
space, we may just as well assume that Le is norm complete. Indeed, if 
Le is the norm completion of Le, then (Le)* =L;, as observed in the 
proof of Theorem 40.2. 
Theorem 42.2. If Le is separable, then L; has a strictly positive 
bounded normal integral. Among the consequences of this fact we mention 
explicitly that if 0 < 'P-r t rp in L;, then 0 < 'P-rn t rp for some sequence 
{'P-rn} C {rp-r}; hence, since L; is Dedekind complete, L; is even super 
Dedelcind complete. Furthermore, L; has the Egoroff property. 
Proof. As observed above~ we may assume that Le is separable and 
norm complete. Let u= Ii"' unf{n2(e(un)+ l)} be a weak unit in Le, where 
{un}= {ft+, fc, /2+, /2-, ... } with {fn} norm dense in Le. Evidently u acts as 
a positive bounded normal integral on L;. We assert that this integral 
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is strictly positive. Indeed, let q;( u) = 0 for some 0 < q; E L;. Then q;( un) = 0 
for all n, and so q;(/n) = 0 for all n. Since every f E Lll is the norm limit 
of some subsequence of {In}, we have now that q;(/) = 0 for every f E Lll, 
and so q;=O. This is the desired result. The consequences mentioned 
follow from Theorem 31.11 in Note X. 
Before announcing the next theorem, we briefly recall some facts 
from the theory of normed linear spaces. Let B be a separable normed 
linear space, let {In : n= 1, 2, ... }be norm dense in B, and letS* be the 
norm closed unit ball of the Banach dual B*. If, for any pair q;, "P E S*, 
we define 
~ I j(q;-'ljJ)/nl 
d(q;,'lfJ)= f2n . I+j(q;-'ljJ)/nl' 
then this is a metric in S*, and it is not difficult to see that every open 
set in this metric topology is also open in the weak* topology of S*. 
Hence, the metric topology, which is a Hausdorff topology, is weaker 
than the weak* topology, which is a compact topology. Then the two 
topologies must be identical, and so S* is a compact metric space in the 
weak* topology. But any compact metric space is separable, so let 
{q;n : n= I, 2, ... } be dense in the space. This means that any weak* open 
neighbourhood of any q; E S* contains at least one of the q;,.. We assert 
now that if q;n(/) = 0 for some f E B and all n, then f = 0. Indeed, given 
q; ES*, every neighbourhood ('lfJ: "PES*, i('lfJ-q;)/1< s) contains at least 
one of the q;,., and so q;(/) = 0. But then q;(/) = 0 for every q; E B*, so f = 0. 
Theorem 42.3. If Lll is separable, then Lll has a strictly positive 
bounded linear functional (not necessarily an integral, however). Hence, by 
Theorem 31.11 (i) in Note X, if O.;;;u-r t u in Le, then O.;;;u-r,. t u for some 
sequence {u-r,.} C {u-r} and, consequently, every integral on Lll is a normal 
integral. 
Proof. According to the remarks above, there is a sequence 
{q;n : n= I, 2, ... } in L; such that q;n(/) = 0 for all n implies that /=0. Let 
00 
q; =! lq;nl/{n2(e*( lq;ni) +I)}. 
1 
Then O.;;;q; E L;, and q;(u)=O for O.;;;u E Lll implies that u=O, so q; is 
strictly positive on Lll. 
Corollary 42.4. If Leis separable and a-Dedekind complete, then L11 
is super Dedekind complete. 
Proof. Let q; be a strictly positive bounded linear functional on LQ, 
and assume that O.;;;u-r t .;;;v in Lll. Let ex= sup q;(u-r)· There exists a 
sequence {vn=U-r,.} C {u-r} such that v,. t and q;(v,.) t ex. Since L11 is a-Dede-
kind complete, u=sup Vn exists, and all we have to prove is that u is 
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also an upper bound of {ur}· If not, there exists ro such that sup (ur,, u)-
-U=Wo>O, and so sup (ur,, Vn)-vn:>Wo>O for all n. It follows that 
q:>{sup (ur,, v,.,)}>cx for some no. But {ur} is directed upwards, so there 
exists ur, >sup ( ur,, Vn.), and hence q:>( ur,) >ex. Contradiction. 
One of the main theorems in this section will be that if Le is separable 
and norm complete, then Le is a-Dedekind complete if and only if Le = L~ 
holds, i.e., if and only if every bounded linear functional on Le is an 
integral. The easier half is proved already in the following lemma (compare 
T. 0GASAWARA [9], Ch. III, § 7, Theorem 3). 
Lemma 42.5. If Leis separable and norm complete, and if Le=L~ 
holds, then Le is a-Dedekind complete (and hence, by the preceding corollary, 
Le is then super Dedekind complete). 
Proof. Let vr t 0 in Le. Then vr,. t 0 for some sequence {vr,.} C {vr} 
by Theorem 42.3, and so e(vr,.) t 0 on account of Le=L~. This shows 
that VT t 0 implies e(vT) t 0, so it follows from Theorem 33.8 in Note X 
that every orderbounded increasing sequence in Le is a e-Cauchy sequence. 
Now, for the proof of a-Dedekind completeness, let O.;;;un t .;;;u0 in Le. 
As observed, {un} is a e-Cauchy sequence, having therefore a norm limit f. 
But then /=sup Un by Lemma 26.1 in Note VIII. Hence sup Un exists, 
and so Le is a-Dedekind complete. 
If L is a a-Dedekind complete Riesz space and the elements Vn E L 
(n= 1, 2, ... ) are pairwise disjoint and satisfy O<;;;vn<;;;u for a fixed u E L, 
then Sn= :L~vk satisfies O<;;;sn t <;;;u (the inequality sn<U follows from 
Sn =sup (v1, ... , vn) < u), so s =sup Sn exists, and 0 < s < u. Then 
rn=supk (vn+ ... +vn+k) exists also, and it follows from s=sn+rn that 
rn t 0. The same holds if L satisfies, instead of a-Dedekind completeness, 
the somewhat weaker condition that, for every orderbounded sequence 
{vn} of pairwise disjoint positive elements, the element supn (v1 + ... +vn) 
exists. 
Lemma 42. 6. 'Let Le be separable and let, for every orderbounded 
sequence {vn} of pairwise disjoint positive elements, the element supn (v1 + ... 
... + Vn) exist. Then, given O<vn<U (n= 1, 2, ... ) in Le with the elements 
Vn pairwise disjoint, the elements rn=SUpk (vn+ ... + Vn+k) form a e-
Oauchy sequence. 
If Le has, in addition, the property that any e-Oauchy sequence {un} with 
Un t 0 satisfies e(un) t 0, then the elements rn referred to above satisfy e(rn) t 0. 
Proof. Assume that {rn} fails to be a e-Cauchy sequence. Then there 
exists e > 0 and a sequence n1 < n2 < ... of indices such that e(rnk- rnk+ 1 ) > e 
for all k. Hence, writing Wk=rnk-rnk+ 1 , the elements wk are pairwise 
disjoint and e(wk) > e for all k. It follows that if {ki : i = 1, 2, ... } and 
{k/ : j = 1, 2, ... } are arbitrary but different subsequences of the sequence 
of all natural numbers, the elements t=supn (wk1 + ... + wk,.) and 
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t'=supn (wkl'+ ... +wk,.,) satisfy e(t-t')>s. The number of such t 
(and t') is uncountable, however, so this contradicts the separability of L 2 • 
Hence, {rn} is a e-Cauchy sequence such that rn t 0. If Lfl has the additional 
property mentioned in the statement of the theorem, then e(rn) t 0. 
Let e be a Fatou norm, i.e., O<;un t u in Lf/ implies e(un) t e(u). Then 
LQ has the property that every e-Cauchy sequence {un} with Un t 0 satisfies 
e(un) t 0. Indeed, since Un-Um tm Un holds, we have then by the Fatou 
property that (!(Un-Um) t e(un) as m-+ oo. Hence, since e(un-Um)-+ 0 
as m, n-+ oo, it follows that e(un)-+ 0 as n-+ oo. For the particular 
case that e is a Fatou norm, the present Lemma 42.6 is essentially contained 
in H. NAKANO's book [7], Theorem 30.27. 
Theorem 42.7. Let Lfl satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) L 11 is separable. 
(ii) For any orderbounded sequence {vn} of pairwise disjoint positive 
elements, the element supn (v1 + ... +vn) exists in Lfl. 
(iii) For any O..;;u, v E L 11 the element supn {inf (v, nu)} exists (i.e., 
by Corollary 29.7 in Note IX, if Au is the principal ideal generated by u 
and {Au} is the normal subspace generated by u, then L 11 = {Au} ffi AuP). 
Then the following conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(£X) Lf/=L:, i.e., Un t 0 implies e(un) t 0. 
({J) If {un} is a e-Oauchy sequence such that Un t 0, then e(un) t 0. 
In particular, if LQ is separable and a-Dedekind complete, then (£X), ({J) 
are equivalent, and if one (and hence each) of (£X), ({J) holds, then Lfl is super 
Dedekind complete, and u .. t 0 implies e(u .. ) t 0. 
Proof. We assume throughout the whole proof that (i), (ii), (iii) 
hold. If (£X) is satisfied, then ({J) is evidently satisfied. Now, assuming that 
({J) is satisfied, we have to show that u;;;..ul;;;..u2> ... t 0 in L 11 implies 
e(un) t 0. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 21.3 in Note VI 
(cf. also H. NAKANO [7], Theorem 30.8). For e(u)=O there is nothing 
to prove; assume, therefore, that e(u)>O, and let {Au} be the normal 
subspace generated by u. Given s>O, we set b=s/{2e(u)}andpn= (bu-un)+. 
Since Pn t bu as n-+ oo, the space {Au} is the normal subspace generated 
by the sequence {Pn}, so that, denoting by up,. the component of u in 
the normal subspace generated by pn, we have up,. t u. Indeed, assume 
that Up,. t ..;;v..;;u. Then inf (u, kpn)=inf (v, kpn) for all k and n (as in 
the proof of Theorem 17.4 in Note VI), so up,.=Vp,. for all n. But then 
(u-v)p,.=O for all n, so inf(u-v,pn)=O for all n, which implies that 
u-v _l {Au}· On the other hand u-v E {Au}, so u-v=O, i.e., up,. t u. 
Observe that, in addition, all Vn=Up71 -Up71 _ 1 are positive and pairwise 
disjoint. Hence, if rn=SUPk(Vn+l+ ... +vn+k), we have e(rn)<s/2 for 
n;;;.. no by the preceding lemma. Observe now also that the component 
of bu- Un in the normal subspace generated by Pn is Pn itself, so the 
component (un)p,. of Un is -pn+(bu)p,.. This shows that O..;;(un)p71 <;bu. 
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The complementary component ( un)~n = Un- ( un)Pn satisfies 0 < ( un)~n < 
,;;;:(u)~ =rn. Hence 
n 
e(un) < e{(un)pn} + e{(un)~n} < e( t5u) + e(rn) < 8 
for n;;;;,n0. This shows that e(un) t 0. 
Theorem 4 2 . 8. If Le is separable and norm complete, then Le = Lg 
holds if and only if Le is a-Dedekind complete. 
Proof. Let Le be separable and norm complete. If Le=L~ holds, 
then Le is a-Dedekind complete (and even super Dedekind complete) 
by Lemma 42.5. Conversely, if Leis a-Dedekind complete, then conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii) of the preceding theorem are satisfied. Since Le is norm 
complete, condition un is also satisfied, and hence condition (a) is satisfied, 
i.e., Le=L~. 
Corollary 42.9. If Le ~s a normed Riesz space such that L; ~s 
separable, then L; = (L;)a. 
Proof. L; is separable, norm complete and a-Dedekind complete. 
This corollary is mentioned by T. 0GASAWARA [9], Ch. V, § 3, Theorem 7, 
As an example to Theorem 42.8, consider the space Le of all continuous 
functions on {x : 0 < x < l} with e the uniform norm. This space is 
separable and norm complete. The space is not a-Dedekind complete, 
in accordance with the fact that Le = L~ does not hold. 
With regard to Theorem 42.8 it may still be observed that in general, 
even when Le is norm complete and a-Dedekind complete, the space Le 
is only a Riesz subspace of L;* under the canonical imbedding of Le 
in L;*. If, however, Le is separable in addition, then Le=L~ holds, 
and so Le is now an ideal in L;* by Theorem 39.1 in Note XII. 
In the next note we will discuss the connection between separability, 
a-Dedekind completeness and reflexivity, and the results obtained for 
abstract separable Riesz spaces will be applied to separable normed 
function spaces. Also, a beginning will be made with extending to normal 
integrals the theorems proved for integrals in section 20 of Note VI 
and sections 24-25 of Note VII. 
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